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In this groundbreaking book, Aldon D. Morris’s ambition is truly monumental: to help rewrite
the history of sociology and to acknowledge the primacy of W. E. B. Du Bois’s work in the
founding of the discipline. Calling into question the prevailing narrative of how sociology
developed, Morris, a major scholar of social movements, probes the way in which the history of
the discipline has traditionally given credit to Robert E. Park at the University of Chicago, who
worked with the conservative black leader Booker T. Washington to render Du Bois invisible.
Morris uncovers the seminal theoretical work of Du Bois in developing a “scientific” sociology
through a variety of methodologies and examines how the leading scholars of the day
disparaged and ignored Du Bois’s work. The Scholar Denied is based on extensive, rigorous
primary source research; the book is the result of a decade of research, writing, and revision.
In exposing the economic and political factors that marginalized the contributions of Du Bois
and enabled Park and his colleagues to be recognized as the “fathers” of the discipline, Morris
delivers a wholly new narrative of American intellectual and social history that places one of
America’s key intellectuals, W. E. B. Du Bois, at its center. The Scholar Denied is a must-read
for anyone interested in American history, racial inequality, and the academy. In challenging
our understanding of the past, the book promises to engender debate and discussion.
Sociology in ActionA Canadian Perspective
This book brings Brian Jackson and Dennis Marsden’s pioneering Education and the Working
Class from 1962 up to date for the 21st century and reveals what we can do to achieve a fairer
education system.
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The Engaged Sociologist: Connecting the Classroom to the Community, Second EditionÂ
brings the "public sociology" movement into the classroom, as it teaches students to use the
tools of sociology to become effective participants in our democratic society. Through
exercises and projects, authors Kathleen Korgen and Jonathan M. White encourage students
to practice the application of these tools in order to get both hands-on training in sociology and
experience with civic engagement in their communities.
Promoting Diversity and Social Justice provides theories, perspectives, and strategies that are
useful for working with adults from privileged groups—those who are in a more powerful position
in any given type of oppression. The thoroughly revised edition of this accessible and practical
guide offers tools that allow educators to be more reflective and intentional in their
work—helping them to consider who they’re working with, what they’re doing, why they’re
doing it and how to educate more effectively. New features include: A new chapter, "The Joy of
Unlearning Privilege/Oppression," highlights specific ways people from privileged groups
benefit from unlearning privilege/oppression and from creating greater equity. A new chapter,
"Allies and Action," gives focus and guidance on how people from privileged groups can
constructively and appropriately be involved in social change efforts. Updated Appendix of
additional resources. The theories and approaches discussed can be applied to a range of
situations and audiences. This book is an excellent resource for professors, diversity trainers,
teachers in classrooms and workshops, counselors, organizers, student affairs personnel,
community educators, advocates, group facilitators, and any others involved with educating
about diversity and equity.
Sociology in Action articulately helps students appreciate the importance of developing a
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sociological imagination. By explaining how sociology is related to every aspect of daily life,
this text aims to encourage students to promote social change in their personal lives, in their
communities, in society more generally, and in the world at large. With their signature passion
and clarity of style, Tami Bereska and Diane Symbaluk have created a text that will inspire 21stcentury learners to become active and informed citizens.
Delineates the underlying pattern beneath every disintegrating relationship and sheds light on
a number of key issues, such as why some people never psychologically separate, why
counseling often fails, and why one person can sometimes take the end of a r
For nearly a decade, Teaching for Diversity and Social Justice has been the definitive
sourcebook of theoretical foundations and curricular frameworks for social justice teaching
practice. This thoroughly revised second edition continues to provide teachers and facilitators
with an accessible pedagogical approach to issues of oppression in classrooms. Building on
the groundswell of interest in social justice education, the second edition offers coverage of
current issues and controversies while preserving the hands-on format and inclusive content of
the original. Teaching for Diversity and Social Justice presents a well-constructed foundation
for engaging the complex and often daunting problems of discrimination and inequality in
American society. This book includes a CD-ROM with extensive appendices for participant
handouts and facilitator preparation.
Brings the subject matter of sociology to life for students. Linking theory and practice, this
textbook explores how sociological knowledge is used in the community to fight for social
change and justice.
"[Book title] analyzes the way in which women's educational experience influences their
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involvement in their children's schooling. The author highlights the crucial part mothers play in
social reproduction and argues for the need to recognize their centrality to understandings of
social class. The book also includes an examination of the role played by fathers in their
children's schooling."--Back cover.
This best-selling comprehensive book conveys the relevance of sociology by presenting a
timely collection of theories, research, and examples -- including its signature first-person
accounts that open many chapters. These lived experiences are relevant to students and
introduce themes that provide a framework for learning the chapter material. Kendall's vivid
and inviting writing style, emphasis on applications, and eye for compelling current examples
further highlight sociology's relevance to all students. Now in its eleventh edition, SOCIOLOGY
IN OUR TIMES is acclaimed for being the first textbook to integrate race, class, and gender
issues, and for its thorough presentation of sociological theory, including contemporary
perspectives such as feminism and postmodernism. This edition focuses more on social/global
change and on the contemporary world, presenting such current debates as bullying and social
media abuse, digital-age methods to increase school attendance, food trucks and the spread
of culture, modern slavery, and weight bias. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
There is an enormous amount of scholarship on the Holocaust, and there is a large body of
English-language sociological research. Oddly, there is not much overlap between the two
fields. This text covers both fields.
The dominant approach to economic policy has so far failed to adequately address the
pressing challenges the world faces today: extreme poverty, widespread joblessness and
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precarious employment, burgeoning inequality, and large-scale environmental threats. This
message was brought home forcibly by the 2008 global economic crisis. Rethinking Economic
Policy for Social Justice shows how human rights have the potential to transform economic
thinking and policy-making with far-reaching consequences for social justice. The authors
make the case for a new normative and analytical framework, based on a broader range of
objectives which have the potential to increase the substantive freedoms and choices people
enjoy in the course of their lives and not on not upon narrow goals such as the growth of gross
domestic product. The book covers a range of issues including inequality, fiscal and monetary
policy, international development assistance, financial markets, globalization, and economic
instability. This new approach allows for a complex interaction between individual rights,
collective rights and collective action, as well as encompassing a legal framework which offers
formal mechanisms through which unjust policy can be protested. This highly original and
accessible book will be essential reading for human rights advocates, economists, policymakers and those working on questions of social justice.
Scholarly analysis in the sociology of education has burgeoned in recent decades. Frontiers in
Sociology of Education aims to provide a roadmap for sociologists and other social scientists
as they set bold new directions for future research on schools. In Part 1 of this forward-looking
volume, the authors present cutting-edge research to set new guidelines for the sociological
analysis of schools. In Part 2, notable social scientists, historians, administrators and
educators provide a wide-ranging array of perspectives on contemporary education to insure
that scholars make creative and broadly informed contributions to the sociological analysis of
schools. The contributors to this volume examine events currently influencing education
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including: globalization, expansion of educational access, the changing significance of religion,
new family structures, and curriculum reform. Frontiers in Sociology of Education offers an
innovative collection of research and ideas aimed at inspiring new analyses of schools better
linked to changing societal conditions.
Children’s participation in social movements is presented through a theoretical typology
consisting of strategic participants, participants by default and active participants. This range of
participation accounts for the social location of children historically and internationally, calling
for their inclusion into social movement research. Children are unresearched and untheorized
participants within social movement literature. Providing rich detail of children’s participation
through illustrative case studies, this book presents the ideal types of participation as grounded
in their social movement activity. These cross cultural, historical and contemporary case
studies include, whenever possible, children’s perspective in their own words. Utilizing insights
from childhood studies on agency and rights of children enhances the understanding of social
movement strategies and mobilization. Following the chapters on each type of participation,
suggestions are provided for rethinking existing social movement theories to acknowledge
child participants. Scholars and students of social movements and childhood studies, as well
as within the field of sociology will find interest in the wide range of case studies presented of
children in social movements. The discussion of how social movement theory might be applied
to the types of participation is meant to inspire future research and expand analysis of
children’s participation in social movements.
When governments use eminent domain to transfer property between private owners,
Americans are outraged - or so most media and academic accounts would have us believe.
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But these accounts obscure a much more complex reality in American conceptions of property.
In this book, Debbie Becher presents the first comprehensive study of a city's eminent domain
acquisitions, exploring how and why the City of Philadelphia took properties between 1992 and
2007 and which takings led to protests. She uses original data - collected from city offices and
interviews with over a hundred residents, business owners, community leaders, government
representatives, attorneys, and appraisers - to explore how eminent domain really works.
Becher surprises readers by finding that the city took over 4,000 private properties, or one out
of every hundred such properties in Philadelphia, during her study period. Furthermore, these
takings only rarely provoked opposition - a fact that established viewson property are illequipped to explain. To investigate how Americans judge the legitimacy of eminent domain,
Becher devotes several chapters to two highly controversial sets of takings for redevelopment
projects. The American Street takings were intended to win popular support for redevelopment
and initially succeeded in doing so, but it ended as a near total failure and embarrassment. The
Jefferson Square takings initially faced vociferous opposition, but they eventually earned
residents'approval and became a political showpiece. Becher uncovers evidence that
Americans judge eminent domain through a social conception of property as an investment of
value, committed over time, that government is responsible for protecting. This conception has
never been described in sociological, legal, political, or economic scholarship, and it stands in
stark contrast to the arguments of libertarian and left-leaning activists and academics. But
recognizing property as investment, Becher argues, may offer a firm new foundation for more
progressive urban policies.
The sociology of Latin America, established in the region over the past eighty years, is a
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thriving field whose major contributions include dependence theory, world-systems theory, and
historical debates on economic development, among others. The Oxford Handbook of the
Sociology of Latin America provides research essays that introduce the readers to the
discipline's key areas and current trends, specifically with regard to contemporary sociology in
Latin America, as well as a collection of innovative empirical studies deploying a variety of
qualitative and quantitative methodologies. The essays in the Handbook are arranged in eight
research subfields in which scholars are currently making significant theoretical and
methodological contributions: Sociology of the State, Social Inequalities, Sociology of Religion,
Collective Action and Social Movements, Sociology of Migration, Sociology of Gender, Medical
Sociology, and Sociology of Violence and Insecurity. Due to the deterioration of social and
economic conditions, as well as recent disruptions to an already tense political environment,
these have become some of the most productive and important fields in Latin American
sociology. This roiling sociopolitical atmosphere also generates new and innovative
expressions of protest and survival, which are being explored by sociologists across different
continents today. The essays included in this collection offer a map to and a thematic
articulation of central sociological debates that make it a critical resource for those scholars
and students eager to understand contemporary sociology in Latin America.
This anthology provides vivid examples of how sociology can be put to good use in today's
world. Every reading focuses on public issues concerning race, class, gender, ethnicity,
nationality, and sexuality. Each chapter includes stories from practicing sociologists that help
students better understand how their sociology studies can be applied and provides answers to
the question, "...but what can I do with a sociology degree?" Discussion questions and
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suggested additional readings and resources at the end of each chapter give students the
opportunity to delve further into the topics covered and carry out full and nuanced discussions,
grounded in the "real world" work of public sociologists.
The essence of sociology lies in the sociological imagination. Sociology in Action: A Canadian
Perspective, Second Edition articulates the importance of developing a sociological
imagination and highlights the tools that are necessary to develop that skill: empirical research
methods that create verifiable knowledge, sociological theories that explain that knowledge,
and critical thinking that enables us to evaluate and to extrapolate from that knowledge. By the
time students have completed this text, they will be better equipped to engage in effective
social action in the context of their families, communities, and professions, as well as in the
context of larger social problems such as social inequality and environmental degradation.
With their signature passion and clarity of style, Diane Symbaluk and Tami Bereska have
created a text that will inspire 21st-century learners to become active and informed citizens.
Now in its second edition, Research Methods offers students a highly accessible and engaging
introduction to research methodology from a uniquely Canadian perspective. This text
examines both qualitative and quantitative research methods from the early planning stages to
writing proposals and reports, including common errors in reasoning and research, alongside
inquiry paradigms, theoretical frameworks, and relevant literature reviews. It also covers ethics,
design and measurement, sampling, experiments, and surveys, as well as unobtrusive
methods, qualitative interviewing, ethnography, mixed-methods, and multiple-method
approaches. New to this edition are sections on Indigenous knowledges and the need for
decolonizing methods, emerging practices and technologies, expanded information on theory
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and data analysis, a student sample research report and poster presentation, updated figures
and statistics, and current online resources. Designed to bring research methods to life in a
manner that sparks students’ interest in exploring the social world around them, this text is an
ideal resource for students in sociology, social work, and anthropology who are completing the
research methods component of their degree. FEATURES: - Includes key terms, learning
objectives, test yourself questions, research on the net boxes, research in action boxes,
research reflection questions, learning through practice exercises, research resources, and
chapter summaries - Applies a learning-through-practice approach, that encourages students
to apply developing research skills to corresponding activities - Incorporates contemporary
examples from research by Canadian researchers
A clear and compelling introduction to one of the world's most complex and misunderstood
social systems. This volume offers an exhaustive overview of the anthropology and history of
caste based on extensive reading and over two decades of ethnographic research in rural
South India. It also speaks to the wider political and economic dimensions of caste as it is lived
and debated in India today. Caste in India will be a most welcome addition to introductory
courses in anthropology, history, sociology, geography, and political science.
The essence of sociology lies in the sociological imagination. Sociology in Action: A Canadian
Perspective, Third Edition, articulates the importance of developing a sociological imagination
and highlights the tools that are necessary to develop that skill: empirical research methods
that create verifiable knowledge, sociological theories that explain that knowledge, and critical
thinking that enables us to evaluate and to extrapolate from that knowledge. By the time
students have completed this text, they will be better equipped to engage in effective social
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action in the context of their families, communities, and professions, as well as in the context of
larger social problems such as social inequality and environmental degradation. With their
signature passion and Sociological Toolkit, Diane Symbaluk and Tami Bereska have created a
text that will inspire 21st-century learners to become active and informed citizens.
Sandy was the costliest hurricane in U.S. history after Katrina, but the waters had barely
receded from the Jersey coast when massive efforts began to “Restore the Shore.” Why do
people build in areas open to repeated natural disasters? And why do they return to these
areas in the wake of major devastation? Drawing on a variety of insights from environmental
sociology, Superstorm Sandy answers these questions as it looks at both the unique character
of the Jersey Shore and the more universal ways that humans relate to their environment.
Diane C. Bates offers a wide-ranging look at the Jersey Shore both before and after Sandy,
examining the many factors—such as cultural attachment, tourism revenues, and governmental
regulation—that combined to create a highly vulnerable coastal region. She explains why the
Shore is so important to New Jerseyans, acting as a key cultural touchstone in a state that
lacks a central city or even a sports team to build a shared identity among the state’s
residents. She analyzes post-Sandy narratives about the Jersey Shore that trumpeted the
dominance of human ingenuity over nature (such as the state’s “Stronger than the Storm”
advertising campaign) or proclaimed a therapeutic community (“Jersey Strong”)—narratives
rooted in emotion and iconography, waylaying any thought of the near-certainty of future
storms. The book also examines local business owners, politicians, real estate developers, and
residents who have vested interests in the region, explaining why the Shore was developed
intensively prior to Sandy, and why restoration became an imperative in the post-storm period.
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Engagingly written and insightful, Superstorm Sandy highlights the elements that compounded
the disaster on the Shore, providing a framework for understanding such catastrophes and
preventing them in the future.
Sociologists in Action on Inequalities: Race, Class, Gender, and Sexuality, by Shelley K.
White, Jonathan M. White, and Kathleen Korgen, is a brief anthology of original readings that
are perfect for Race and Ethnicity; Race, Class, and Gender; Introduction to Sociology; Social
Problems; Social Inequality; Senior Capstone and other courses taught through the central
lens of diversity. Like its companion Sociologists in Action volume, on social change and social
justice, this collection brings together dozens of accounts of sociologists who are using their
sociology to make a positive impact on society. Each of the 30 selections describe, through
firsthand experience, how sociology can be used to address enduring problems of prejudice
and discrimination based on race, nationality, class, gender, and sexuality. Discussion
questions and suggested readings and resources at the end of every chapter will provide
students with opportunities to delve further into the topics covered and help create full and
nuanced discussions, grounded in the "real world" work of public and applied sociologists.
This book reviews the research and philosophical foundations for using mindfulness,
acceptance, and Buddhist psychology in couple and family therapy. It also provides a detailed
and practical approach for putting these ideas into action in the therapy room, including a
mindful approach to therapeutic relationships, case conceptualization, treatment planning,
teaching meditation, and intervention.
Updated with recent issues such as the national debate on health care reform, this Second
Edition of How Can We Solve Our Social Problems? gives students a sense of hope by
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demonstrating specific, realistic steps we can take to solve some of the most pervasive social
problems in America today. Author James Crone maintains a sense of sociological objectivity
throughout and helps students realize that we can take steps to solve such key social
problems as poverty, racial and ethnic inequality, unequal education, and environmental
issues. The book's first two chapters define "social problem,," provide a theoretical
background, discuss the daunting barriers we face in attempting to solve social problems, and
demonstrate how sociology can help.
It is time to consider changes in the field of comparative-historical sociology, as the discipline
seeks to accommodate old and new trends as well as the transforming spatial scales in which
political power and social theory are increasingly embedded. This title showcases articles that
pursue similar themes.
Changing the Paradigm of Homelessness offers a comprehensive look at family housing
distress related to the homelessness epidemic in the United States. This book explores the
causes and consequences of this epidemic and proposes drastic changes in America’s
historically ill-fated approach to family homelessness. By describing this crisis in detail, the
authors enlighten readers to the scope of this issue, describe those impacted by it, and outline
ways to shift public policies and public perceptions. The authors interweave scholarly concepts
with insights of those who are currently or previously homeless, and, in doing so, they show
the importance of academic knowledge influencing policy decisions and the ways in which
these influences impact the lives of real persons. This book, then, uses pedagogy, policy, and
pragmatism to critique the United States’ approach to family homelessness.
Diane Stone analyses the role of experts shaping global policy via transnational knowledge
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networks which help create new spaces of public sector activity.
A blueprint for how parents can stop worrying about their children's future and start helping
them prepare for it, from the cofounder and CEO of one of America's most innovative publicschool networks "A treasure trove of deeply practical wisdom that accords with everything I
know about how children thrive."--Angela Duckworth, New York Times bestselling author of
Grit In 2003, Diane Tavenner cofounded the first school in what would become Summit Public
Schools, which has since won national recognition for its exceptional outcomes: 99 percent of
students are accepted to a four-year college, and its students graduate college at twice the
national average. But in a radical departure from the environments created by the college
admissions arms race, Summit students aren't focused on competing with their classmates for
rankings or test scores. Instead, students spend their days solving real-world problems and
developing the skills of self-direction, collaboration, and reflection, all of which prepare them to
succeed in college, thrive in today's workplace, and lead a secure and fulfilled life. Through
personal stories and hard-earned lessons from Summit's exceptional team of educators and
diverse students, Tavenner shares the learning philosophies underlying the Summit model and
offers a blueprint for any parent who wants to stop worrying about their children's future--and
start helping them prepare for it. At a time when many students are struggling to regain
educational and developmental ground lost to the disruptions of the pandemic, Prepared is
more urgent and necessary than ever.
This timely and engaging text offers students a social perspective on food, food practices, and
the modern food system. It engages readers’ curiosity by highlighting several paradoxes: how
food is both mundane and sacred, reveals both distinction and conformity, and, in the
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contemporary global era, comes from everywhere but nowhere in particular. With a social
constructionist framework, the book provides an empirically rich, multi-faceted, and coherent
introduction to this fascinating field. Each chapter begins with a vivid case study, proceeds
through a rich discussion of research insights, and ends with discussion questions and
suggested resources. Chapter topics include food’s role in socialization, identity, work, health
and social change, as well as food marketing and the changing global food system. In
synthesizing insights from diverse fields of social inquiry, the book addresses issues of culture,
structure, and social inequality throughout. Written in a lively style, this book will be both
accessible and revealing to beginning and intermediate students alike.
A consistent best-seller, the wide-ranging and authoritative Dictionary of Sociology was first
published in 1994 and contains more than 2,500 entries on the terminology, methods,
concepts, and thinkers in the field, as well as from the related fields of psychology, economics,
anthropology, philosophy, and political science. For this fourth edition, Professor John Scott
has conducted a thorough review of all entries to ensure that they are concise, focused, and up
to date. Revisions reflect current intellectual debates and social conditions, particularly in
relation to global and multi-cultural issues. New entries cover relevant contemporary concepts,
such as climate change, social media, terrorism, and intersectionality, as well as key living
sociologists. This Dictionary is both an invaluable introduction to sociology for beginners, and
an essential source of reference for more advanced students and teachers.

Vaughan unveils the complicated and high-pressure world of air traffic controllers
as they navigate technology and political and public climates, and shows how
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they keep the skies so safe. When two airplanes were flown into the World Trade
Center towers on September 11, 2001, Americans watched in uncomprehending
shock as first responders struggled to react to the situation on the ground.
Congruently, another remarkable and heroic feat was taking place in the air:
more than six hundred and fifty air traffic control facilities across the country
coordinated their efforts to ground four thousand flights in just two hours—an
achievement all the more impressive considering the unprecedented nature of
the task. In Dead Reckoning, Diane Vaughan explores the complex work of air
traffic controllers, work that is built upon a close relationship between human
organizational systems and technology and is remarkably safe given the high
level of risk. Vaughan observed the distinct skill sets of air traffic controllers and
the ways their workplaces changed to adapt to technological developments and
public and political pressures. She chronicles the ways these forces affected their
jobs, from their relationships with one another and the layouts of their workspace
to their understandings of their job and its place in society. The result is a
nuanced and engaging look at an essential role that demands great coordination,
collaboration, and focus—a role that technology will likely never be able to
replace. Even as the book conveys warnings about complex systems and the
liabilities of technological and organizational innovation, it shows the kinds of
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problem-solving solutions that evolved over time and the importance of people.
The sociological study of economic activity has witnessed a significant
resurgence. Recent texts have chronicled economic sociology's nineteenthcentury origins while pointing to the importance of context and power in economic
life, yet the field lacks a clear understanding of the role that concepts at different
levels of abstraction play in its organization. Economic Sociology fills this critical
gap by surveying the current state of the field while advancing a framework for
further theoretical development. Alejandro Portes examines economic sociology's
principal assumptions, key explanatory concepts, and selected research sites. He
argues that economic activity is embedded in social and cultural relations, but
also that power and the unintended consequences of rational purposive action
must be factored in when seeking to explain or predict economic behavior.
Drawing upon a wealth of examples, Portes identifies three strategic sites of
research--the informal economy, ethnic enclaves, and transnational
communities--and he eschews grand narratives in favor of mid-range theories
that help us understand specific kinds of social action. The book shows how the
meta-assumptions of economic sociology can be transformed, under certain
conditions, into testable propositions, and puts forward a theoretical agenda
aimed at moving the field out of its present impasse.
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Power has a God-given role in human relationships and institutions, but it can
lead to abuse when used in unhealthy ways. Speaking into current #MeToo and
#ChurchToo conversations, this book shows that the body of Christ desperately
needs to understand the forms power takes, how it is abused, and how to
respond to abuses of power. Although many Christians want to prevent abuse in
their churches and organizations, they lack a deep and clear-eyed understanding
of how power actually works. Internationally recognized psychologist Diane
Langberg offers a clinical and theological framework for understanding how
power operates, the effects of the abuse of power, and how power can be
redeemed and restored to its proper God-given place in relationships and
institutions. This book not only helps Christian leaders identify and resist abusive
systems but also shows how they can use power to protect the vulnerable in their
midst.
This is the first practical social change text devoted to students working in an
academic environment. While there are many books about community organizing
and social change, there are no college texts focusing on how to provide realworld experience with academic content taking into consideration the flow of the
academic term. CHANGE! A Student Guide to Social Action is written specifically
for faculty and staff to use with college students with the goal of helping students
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bring about the change they believe is necessary to make our community a better
place to live.
Explores the last hundred years of reform programs designed radically to
improve American schools, arguing that reformers often lose sight of the primary
goal of the educational system.
Analytical sociology is a strategy for understanding the social world. It is
concerned with explaining important social facts such as network structures,
patterns of residential segregation, typical beliefs, cultural tastes, and common
ways of acting. It explains such facts by detailing in clear and precise ways the
mechanisms through which the social facts were brought about. Making sense of
the relationship between micro and macro thus is one of the central concerns of
analytical sociology. The approach is a contemporary incarnation of Robert K.
Merton's notion of middle-range theory and presents a vision of sociological
theory as a tool-box of semi-general theories each of which is adequate for
explaining certain types of phenomena. The Handbook brings together some of
the most prominent sociologists in the world. Some of the chapters focus on
action and interaction as the cogs and wheels of social processes, while others
consider the dynamic social processes that these actions and interactions bring
about.
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This book is a classical theory text aimed at teaching theorizing as a skill. After
analyzing the process of theorizing into a set of simple steps, it shows how the
theories of Marx, Weber, Durkheim, and Mead were constructed following these
steps. It links their theories with contemporary ones in the same research
tradition and shows how these traditions exemplify fundamental paradigms that
can guide the student's own theorizing.
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